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Episodic Tremor and Slip Explained by Fluid-Enhanced
Microfracturing and Sealing
M. Bernaudin1 and F. Gueydan1

1Géosciences Montpellier, Université de Montpellier, CNRS, Montpellier, France

Abstract Episodic tremor and slow-slip events at the deep extension of plate boundary faults illuminate
seismic to aseismic processes around the brittle-ductile transition. These events occur in volumes
characterized by overpressurized fluids and by near failure shear stress conditions. We present a new
modeling approach based on a ductile grain size-sensitive rheology with microfracturing and sealing, which
provides a mechanical and field-based explanation of such phenomena. We also model pore fluid pressure
variation as a function of changes in porosity/permeability and strain rate-dependent fluid pumping. The
fluid-enhanced dynamic evolution of microstructures defines cycles of ductile strain localization and implies
increase in pore fluid pressure. We propose that slow-slip events are ductile processes related to transient
strain localization, while nonvolcanic tremor corresponds to fracturing of the whole rock at the peak of pore
fluid pressure. Our model shows that the availability of fluids and the efficiency of fluid pumping control the
occurrence and the P-T conditions of episodic tremor and slip.

Plain Language Summary At seismic time scales, tectonic plate boundaries are characterized by
brittle-ductile rheological layering, with a frictionally locked behavior leading to earthquakes at shallow
levels (0–15/30 km), a long-term aseismic ductile creep at greater depths (>40/50 km) and a seismic to
aseismic transition with transient slow earthquakes in-between these two domains. Up to now, no model
predicts feedback between a mixed brittle-ductile rheology and the mechanical behavior of slow
earthquakes. We present here a newmodeling approach based on a ductile grain size-sensitive rheology with
microfracturing and sealing and pore fluid pressure variations, which provides a mechanical and field-based
explanation of slow-slip events and nonvolcanic tremor. Within this approach, we model for the first time
transient phenomena in a brittle-ductile material, where a local increase in pore fluid pressure can explain
nonvolcanic tremor triggering. Such implications open new perspectives on the quest of geological analogs
of slow earthquakes as well as on numerical modelings of the entire rheological layering of plate interface,
from fast and slow earthquakes to aseismic creep.

1. Episodic Tremor and Slip Overview

At seismic time scales, tectonic plate boundaries are characterized by brittle-ductile rheological layering
(Dragert et al., 2004; Wech & Creager, 2011), with a frictionally locked behavior leading to earthquakes at shal-
low levels (0–15/30 km) and a long-term aseismic ductile creep observed geodetically at greater depths
(Figure 1a). The seismic to aseismic transition occurs at temperatures of 400 to 550°C (Peacock et al., 2011)
and comprises a combination of seismic slow earthquakes (nonvolcanic tremor, NVT; Figure 1b) and aseismic
slow-slip events (SSE) with variable duration from days to years (Ide et al., 2007; Obara & Kato, 2016; Rogers &
Dragert, 2003). Episodic tremor and slip (ETS) is the coincidence of periodic (Obara et al., 2004) or erratic
(Peterson & Christensen, 2009) short-term SSEs with synchronous NVT (Dragert et al., 2004; Obara et al.,
2004; Rogers & Dragert, 2003; Shelly et al., 2006). Studies suggest that NVTs occur not only on the fault plane
but also above the subduction plate interface (Obara et al., 2004; Plourde et al., 2015) and are triggered either
by earthquakes (Rubinstein et al., 2007), solid earth tides (Thomas et al., 2009), and atmospheric events (Liu
et al., 2009) highlighting a critically stressed system. SSEs are classically viewed as slow shear slip on frictional
faults along the plate interface (Ide et al., 2007; Rubinstein et al., 2007; Shelly et al., 2006), which is related to
high pore fluid pressure (Liu & Rice, 2007; Segall et al., 2010).

Various frameworks have been developed to model transient slip episodes at critically stressed conditions.
Rate-and-state friction models that include a zone of low effective normal stress downdip of the seismogenic
zone can produce transient slow slip along a fault plane (Liu, 2013; Liu & Rice, 2007, 2009). At those depths,
however, geological data and laboratory experiments indicate that shear zone deformation occurs on
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kilometer-wide structures (Hayman & Lavier, 2014; Reber et al., 2015). A transition from frictional sliding to
fully viscous shear with high pore fluid pressure conditions is therefore invoked to explain the location of
both SSE and ETS along subduction plate interfaces (Gao & Wang, 2017). In this approach, SSEs can be
modeled with a visco-elasto-plastic model by episodic fractures/slips on well-oriented strong lenses
embedded in a viscous creeping material (Hayman & Lavier, 2014; Lavier et al., 2013). In a fluid-saturated
fault zone, SSEs may also result from shear heating and associated fast mineralogical changes (e.g.,
serpentinization) that imply variations in porosity and hence pore fluid pressure (Alevizos et al., 2014).
Temperature-dependent permeability reduction in the fault plane by sealing process (silica enrichment of
gouge) may as well lead to differential overpressure development that controls ETS recurrence time
(Audet & Bürgmann, 2014). All these previous studies highlight the importance of brittle-ductile rheology
and high pore fluid pressure conditions. Up to now, no model predicts feedback between a mixed brittle-
ductile rheology, SSE, and an evolving pore fluid pressure that can trigger NVT.

We develop a modeling approach that quantifies the feedback between a dynamically evolving microstruc-
ture and fluid pumping in a ductile material, which is sheared at high pore fluid pressure conditions (Figure 2).
This approach is motivated by key geological observations of exhumed deep-seated centimeter-to-meter-
scale shear zones deformed at 400–550°C (Figure 2a; Gueydan et al., 2003, 2017; Gueydan et al., 2004).
These shear zones show typical brittle-ductile behavior with an overall ductile deformation (e.g., foliated
rocks) associated with microfracturing of the strong phase grains (grain size reduction; Fagereng et al.,
2014; Gueydan et al., 2003; Hayman & Lavier, 2014) (Figures 2b and 2c). This microfracturing and the devel-
opment of kilometer-scale shear zones lead ultimately to mineralogical changes (e.g., metamorphic reac-
tions) that take place at the million-year time scale (Gueydan et al., 2014) that we disregard here. At
shorter timescales, ductile strain localization is often associated with porosity/permeability evolution
(Simpson, 1985) related to dynamic fluid pumping (Fusseis et al., 2009; Menegon et al., 2015), which enhances
sealing of the microfractures (Figure 2b). Typically, the same mineral as the fractured grain fills the microfrac-
tures during sealing, allowing the recovery of the grain (e.g., grain size increase; Figures 2b and 2c).
Furthermore, fluid pumping during strain localization can trigger whole rock fracturing at near lithostatic
pore fluid pressure conditions (Figure 2c). In our model, evolving microstructures correspond to microfractur-
ing of the strong phase and subsequent sealing (Figure 2c) and leads to dynamic evolution of
porosity/permeability. Numerical modeling is therefore necessary to capture the complex interplay between
dynamic fluid properties and ductile transient deformation, and its potential to generate SSE and NVT.

Figure 1. Different slip modes occurring along the plate interface. (a) Locked domain (red with earthquakes as black stars), transient events domain with ETS (blue
with NVT as black points), and stable slip domain (green) in a subduction plate interface (modified from Peng and Gomberg, 2010). The light blue area indicates
high pore fluid pressure inferred from vP/vS ratio studies (Audet et al., 2009; Peacock et al., 2011). Figurative displacement versus time diagram (up) for the three
domains (modified from Dragert et al., 2004). (b) NVT depth locations for subduction and strike-slip plate interfaces.
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2. Rheological Model

The rheological model is described by an overall grain size-sensitive (GSS) two-phase ductile material (equa-
tion (1)) with no preexisting fractures (Figure 2c). The material consists of an aggregate of a strong phase
(subscript f; feldspar) and a weak phase (subscript q; quartz), which corresponds to a continental environ-
ment (e.g., San Andreas fault or subduction interface with a continental upper plate). Other assemblages
more representative of oceanic environments may be considered (e.g., plagioclase and pyroxene), but the
main results described herein only require a rheological contrast between a strong and a weak mineral phase
(see supporting information S1). The material shear stress (τ) is the weighted sum of the strength of the two
minerals (τf and τq, respectively; equation (1); Handy, 1994; Tullis et al., 1991):

τ ¼ Cf τf þ Cqτq; (1)

where Cf and Cq are feldspar and quartz proportions, respectively (set here to 50% each; see supporting infor-
mation S1 for other proportions). Strain rate is defined as a function of shear stress, temperature, and grain
size by the combination of diffusion (GSS) and dislocation (grain size-insensitive, GSI) creep flow laws
(Rybacki & Dresen, 2000; Hirth et al., 2001; equation (2)):

_εi ¼ AGSI;iτ
nGSI;i
i e�

QGSI;i
RT þ AGSS;iτ

nGSS;i
i d�pGSS;i e�

QGSS ;i
RT ; (2)

where i indicates strong or weak phase, _ε is the strain rate, A is a material constant, n is the stress exponent, Q
is the activation energy, R is the molar gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, d is the grain size, and p is
the grain size exponent (Figure 2d). Note that only dislocation creep is used for quartz. This GSS rheology
allows shear stress variations as a function of grain size, where grain size decrease leads to rock weakening
and grain size increase leads to rock hardening (Figure 2d).

Figure 2. Key field observations used to define the grain size-sensitive rheology. (a) Centimeter-scale shear zones (black dashed lines) in foliated (thin black lines)
granitic rocks from East Tenda Shear Zone (Gueydan et al., 2003, 2017; Corsica, France). (b) Zoom on associated microstructure (white dashed line) with sheared
quartz and microfractures in feldspar that are sealed by small grains of feldspar. (c) Schematic description of the grain size-sensitive rheological model (with
microfracturing and sealing as short-term grain size reduction and grain growth processes) with dynamic fluid properties. Initial state: Bi-phase ductile aggregate
(weak phase-W is quartz; strong phase-S is feldspar). Second step: microfracturing (i.e., grain size reduction) of the strongest phase with related porosity increase and
fluid pumping. Third step: sealing (i.e., grain growth) with fluid consumption and porosity decrease. (d) Deformation mechanism map for wet feldspar (Rybacki &
Dresen, 2000). The grey and white areas define domains where diffusion and dislocation creep, respectively, are dominant (low and high grain size, respectively).
The red (microfracturing) and blue (sealing) arrows show dynamic evolution of grain size and shear stress.
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Short-term grain size evolution (Figure 2b) is modeled by microfracturing (detected by Mohr-Coulomb criter-
ion on the strong phase shear stress) and sealing:

_d ¼ φs _ε� αμf
� �

d (3)

with

αμf ¼ 0; if τf < τy ¼ μ σn � Pfð Þ
αμf ≠ 0; if τf ≥ τy ¼ μ σn � Pfð Þ

(
(4)

where φs stands for sealing kinematic, αμf is the microfracturing kinematic, μ is the friction coefficient, σn is
the normal stress, and Pf is the pore fluid pressure. We define microfracturing as fracturing of a single grain
(Gueydan et al., 2003; Fusseis & Handy, 2008; Figure 2a). Microfracturing contributes to strain since it allows
strength reduction within diffusion creep domain (Figure 2d). Short-term grain size growth (Figure 2b)
corresponds to sealing and healing of microfractures (Gratier et al., 2003) and veins (Giger et al., 2007) by fluid
consumption. We simplified this mechanism using a strain rate-dependent sealing process following Gratier
and Gueydan (2007) (equation (3)). For this study we set sealing kinematic φs to 7.106 in order to have a
characteristic time of sealing of 50 days. Note that this kinematic of sealing is a free parameter and its value
controls the recurrence time of strain localization.

We express pore fluid pressure variations using Darcy’s law and the fluid mass conservation (Gratier et al.,
2003) leading to

ϕmC
∂Pf
∂t

þ ∂ϕm

∂t
¼ ∂ K ∂Pf

∂x

� �
∂x

þ F (5)

whereϕm is themean porosity, C is themeanmatrix-fluid compressibility, t is time, x is the distance across the
shear zone, K is the permeability, and F is the fluid pumping parameter. We relate porosity and permeability
following Skarbek and Rempel (2016):

K ¼ K0
ϕ
ϕ0

� �αk

(6)

where K0 is the permeability at a reference porosity ϕ0 and αk is the permeability exponent (set here to 3, see
Skarbek & Rempel, 2016). Observations on midcrustal granitic shear zones show that porosity concentrates
along grain boundaries and decreases with the distance to the core of the shear zone (Fusseis et al., 2009).
Therefore, we assume that porosity is inversely proportional to grain size (see supporting information S2).

Finally, we model the enhancement of fluid pumping by ductile deformation as

_F ¼ φFF _ε (7)

where F is the fluid pumping and φF is the kinematic of the fluid pumping. The strain rate-dependent fluid
pumping assumption is required to describe both strong fluid circulation in the core of the shear zone and
nearly no fluid circulation at the rim. We set the kinematic of fluid pumping φF to 7.10

4 in order to have a char-
acteristic time of fluid pumping of 5,000 days (~14 years). Note that a lower fluid pumping rate inhibits strain
localization described below while a larger fluid pumping rate implies numerical instabilities.

3. Numerical Experiments

We perform a simple shear experiment in 1-D by numerically solving, within an implicit scheme, the mechan-
ical equilibrium ∂τ/∂y = 0 and Darcy’s law across a 10-km-thick section at given depth and temperature. Shear
velocity is set at 1 cm/year. The initial grain size is randomized at 80 μm ±5%, and the initial pore fluid pres-
sure is set at λ = 0.8 (λ is the pore fluid factor and corresponds to the ratio of pore fluid pressure to lithostatic
pressure). Three types of behaviors are observed, as a function of initial temperature: (1) a fully brittle beha-
vior at low temperature (i.e., τ > τy), (2) a fully ductile creep at high temperature, and (3) an overall ductile
behavior at intermediate temperature (i.e., τ < τy) but with feldspar shear stress being greater than the yield
stress (τf> τy, i.e., microfracturing of feldspar grains). The temperature window of this brittle-ductile behavior
depends on the initial pore fluid pressure (equation (4)) and the selected flow laws (equation (2)). Episodic
transient strain localization driven by the competition between microfracturing and sealing is detected
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only for this brittle-ductile case (shown at 40 km and 500°C in Figure 3) and for high rate of sealing and
fluid pumping.

Example results are shown in Figure 3 (see Figure S3 for results across shear zone). The initial grain size and
strain rate involve a short episode of sealing of feldspar grains (Figures 3a and 3b), implying increase in pore
fluid pressure. Subsequently, microfracturing (t = 0.1 year) leads to grain size decrease that progressively
weakens the material (GSS rheology; equation (2)) and triggers the onset of strain localization (ratio of max-
imum strain rate over minimum strain rate; Figure 3b). The increase of strain rate enhances the fluid pumping
(Figure 3c), leading to a continuous increase of pore fluid pressure (Figure 3d) that enhances microfracturing.
Such behavior defines a positive feedback between microfracturing, strain localization, and fluid pumping.

Subsequently, the large values of strain rate also increase the sealing rate (equation (3)) that progressively
becomes equivalent to the microfracturing rate, thus ending grain size reduction (t = 0.7 year; Figure 3a).
The onset of fracture filling and fluid consumption by sealing lead to a decrease in pore fluid pressure and

Figure 3. 1-D numerical results of transient strain localization driven by microfracturing and sealing (at 40-km depth, 500°C, and initial pore fluid factor of [λ = 0.8]).
Note that all curves correspond to a mean value inside a 400-m-thick section where recorded strain localization is the highest. (a–e) A case with efficient fluid
pumping. (f–j) A case with low fluid pumping. Time evolution of (a and f) feldspar grain size (with microfracturing as light shaded area), (b and g), strain rate
(overall strain rate as dashed line), (c and h) fluid pumping efficiency, (d and i), pore fluid factor, and (e and j), displacement (time integral of strain rate within a
1-km-thick shear band) with macrofracturing as dark shaded area. In b and g, the imposed simple shear velocity at the boundaries yields an overall strain rate of
~3.10�14 s�1 (dashed line). The red and blue areas highlight microfracturing and sealing stages, respectively.
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grain growth. Sealing becomes dominant over microfracturing leading to the strengthening of the material
and continued pore fluid pressure decrease (t = 0.8–1 year; Figure 3d). The large increase in grain size leads to
the decrease of the strain rate by at least 1 order of magnitude that drastically reduces the sealing efficiency
and decrease values of porosity/permeability, which trigger pore fluid pressure increase (t = 1–1.2 years;
Figure 3c). As a consequence, microfracturing becomes again dominant over sealing and these feedback
loops define cycles of ductile strain localization (t = 1.4 years; Figure 3a). With moderate to low fluid
pumping, strain localization cycles are still present but variations of both strain rate and pore fluid
pressure are damped (Figures 3g and 3i).

4. A Mechanical Model for Episodic Tremor and Slip

This model is the first model to propose a fluid-enhanced competition between microfracturing and sealing,
which defines cycles of transient strain localization associated with pore fluid pressure fluctuations. Such tem-
poral variations of strain rate by 1 order of magnitude induce a nonuniform displacement through time with
approximately 2 cm of cumulated displacement per event, within a 1-km-thick shear band (Figures 3e and
4a). We propose that these strain localization events correspond to recurring SSE. Microfracturing and sealing
rates control the duration and the recurrence time of these transient events, respectively. Episodically, high
pore fluid pressure sufficiently decreases Mohr-Coulomb yield stress to trigger fracturing of the whole rock
(e.g., macrofracturing; Figure 3e). During SSE, these short episodes of macrofracturing are assumed to be a
model proxy for NVT (Figures 4a and 4b). Maximal pore fluid pressures are reached at the maximum micro-
fracturing activity that allows large porosity/permeability, large strain rate, and therefore large fluid pumping
(Figure 3c). We therefore reproduce the ETS behavior with both episodic SSE (i.e., transient strain localization
triggered by microfracturing and efficient fluid pumping; Figure 4b) and NVT (i.e., macrofracturing triggered
by overpressured conditions). ETS occurrence (i.e., SSE and NVT) requires efficient fluid pumping, since no
macrofracturing is detected with moderate or no fluid pumping (Figures 3h and 3j).

Figure 4. Short-term ductile shear zone evolution and proposed ETS triggering. (a) Modeled SSE (displacement in black curve) and NVT (macrofracturing in red
shaded area) from one cycle of ductile strain localization. The blue dashed lines and shaded area delimit ETS from aseismic creep. (b) Short-term evolution of a
centimeter-scale shear zone. (left) During aseismic creep, low strain rate (no strain localization). (middle) Microfracturing promotes strain rate increase. SSE occurs by
ductile strain localization. The positive feedback between fluid pumping (blue) and strain localization allows high pore fluid pressure that triggers NVT. (Right) Sealing
leads to the decrease of pore fluid pressure and the increase of grain size by sealing and hence to strain rate decreases and a new period of aseismic creep.
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5. ETS Triggering in Subduction and Strike-Slip Fault

Our model allows identifying the depth-temperature ranges at which SSEs and associated NVT can occur
(Figure 5a), which are bounded by fully brittle behavior at low temperature (<400°C) and ductile creep at
high temperature (>600°C). Only intermediate temperatures (400°C < T < 600°C) and initial high pore fluid
pressure (λ > 0.70; see supporting information S4) predict ETS behavior. ETS are rather pressure-insensitive
since they can occur from 15-km to more than 60-km depth. The temperature window (here between 450
and 550°C) is controlled by the rheological parameters. Using a weaker feldspar rheology or a larger propor-
tion of quartz will decrease the lower temperature limit of ETS to ~400°C.

In natural subduction zone examples, SSEs occur between 20- and 60-km depths (e.g., Cascadia, Guerrero, and
Nankai; see Brown et al., 2009; Kostoglodov et al., 2010;Wada et al., 2008; Yoshioka et al., 2008) and theNVT are
located in a more restricted depth ranges (30–45 km; Figure 5a) at an estimated temperature of 400–500°C
(Manea et al., 2004; Peacock et al., 2002). In strike-slip fault settings (e.g., San Andreas fault and Alpine fault;
see Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010; Wech et al., 2012) NVT are recorded between 15- and 30-km depth,
corresponding to a temperature range of 500–700°C (Sass et al., 1997; Toy et al., 2010; Figure 5a). Only NVT
can be discussed for strike-slip faults since concurrent SSEs are not yet resolved with current data
(Rubinstein et al., 2010). Our model results are remarkably consistent with these data (Figure 5a) since they
imply ETS occurrence at 30–45 km and 400–500°C in a subduction context (cold geotherm) and at
15–30 km and around 500°C in strike-slip fault context (normal to hot geotherm). Note that the modeled
depth and temperature ranges of ETS will depend on the selected material (continental or oceanic crust),
the initial pore fluid pressure, and the fluid pumping efficiency (see supporting information S4).

6. Discussion and Conclusions

At subduction zones, SSEs and NVT association is now well confirmed on the deep portions of subduction
faults (Obara & Kato, 2016; Shelly et al., 2007), where high pore fluid pressure is also well documented

Figure 5. Modeled depth and temperature ranges for ETS in subduction and strike-slip setting. (a) Episodic tremor and slip domain (initial pore fluid factor of λ = 0.8)
inferred from 400 model outputs. The blue-to-red color scale describes the intensity of strain localization (ratio of maximum strain rate over minimum strain
rate at a given time) and high pore fluid pressure inferred from our models. The thin dark line highlights domain of ETS prediction. The green and orange lines
correspond to subduction (Cascadia, Nankai, and Guerrero) and strike-slip faults (San Andreas and Alpine faults) mean geotherm respectively. (b and c) Conceptual
model of ETS occurrence related to fluid sources in subduction zone (b) and strike-slip faults (c).
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(Audet et al., 2009; Peacock et al., 2011) with fluids coming from slab dehydration and de-serpentinization
(Fagereng &Diener, 2011; Figure 5b). These fluids are required in ourmodel to trigger ETS (Figure 3) sincewith
moderate incoming fluids we predict only SSEs with no NVT. In some subduction systems, SSEs without NVT
can therefore be explained by the presence of low to moderate amounts of fluids (Ide, 2012; Wech & Bartlow,
2014; Figures 3f–3j). When fluidsmigrate within the overriding plate, NVT can be likely triggered by SSEs in the
whole domain from the fault plane to shallower depths (Peterson & Christensen, 2009; Figure 5b).

In a strike-slip fault context, SSEs remain to be accurately identified (Brenguier et al., 2008; Johnson et al.,
2013). However, precise NVT source location on the San Andreas fault system suggests that they occur below
the fault plane and extend at least to the base of the crust (Shelly, 2010; Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010). NVT are
always recorded in the presence of near-lithostatic pore fluid pressure conditions (Thomas et al., 2009). Fluids
necessary to trigger our ETSmechanism can originate from adjacent rocks in themidlower crust (dehydration
of serpentinites; Becken et al., 2011) or perhaps from transient sources of meteoric fluids during fault rupture
(Figure 5c).

The recurrence time of SSEs and ETS spans from months to years in natural cases (Obara & Kato, 2016), and
mechanism explaining this diversity is still elusive. Audet and Bürgmann (2014) propose that permeability
reduction by silica enrichment of fault gouge controls the recurrence time of ETS. In our model we propose
that this recurrence time is related to the rate of sealing, which also implies a permeability reduction. This
sealing process is modeled by a single parameter that integrates complex processes such as transport and
precipitation or facture healing (Gratier et al., 2003). Further field and geophysical observations combined
with laboratory experiments are required to better constrain sealing/healing processes at depth, especially
their short-term kinetics (Fisher & Brantley, 2014) and temperature dependency (Giger et al., 2007).

In conclusion, our model successfully reproduces the entire complex rheological layering along the subduc-
tion plate interface, including the locked, transient, and aseismic creep domains. In particular, we model for
the first time transient phenomena in a brittle-ductile material, thus providing a dynamic framework expand-
ing on the work of Gao and Wang (2017). We also model local increase in pore fluid pressure that likely
explains NVT triggering.
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